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No cure for Lyme debate
As dispute rages over how to treat symptoms, patients must choose from
conflicting advice
By Claire Hughes

Skip Dickstein / Times Union Holly Ahern, in her lab at Adirondack Community College Queensbury, is now in high demand as Lyme disease receives
more attention and concern.



Will Waldron / times union dr. ronald Stram checks on a patient receiving treatment at the Stram Center for integrative medicine
in delmar. Stram often advises long-term treatment for persistent chronic symptoms of Lyme disease, which is controversial.

At an Albany hospital last month, parents of a child described as borderline comatose, with symptoms of brain swelling,
found themselves caught in an ideological battle.

They thought their son might be su!ering from lingering e!ects of Lyme disease, which he’d had before. They wanted
doctors to administer antibiotics, as recommended by a nonprofit patient advocacy group whose experts believe Lyme
bacteria can linger in the body.

The hospital’s doctors would have nothing of it. They followed guidelines sanctioned by public health o"cials and written
by agroup of infectious disease doctors, with a narrow definition of Lyme and how to treat it.

Frantic, they called Holly Ahern, a microbiologist and activist for treating what she and others call “chronic Lyme disease.”
Ahern, of Charlton, had never met the parents but wasn’t surprised to hear from them.

“People call me because they have no idea what to do,” Ahern said.

Patients with a range of frightening symptoms associated with persistent cases of Lyme disease can find themselves
bewildered over how to fight a potentially disabling illness amid conflicting medical advice.



Opposing camps in a decades-old battle over the treatment of
lingering illness following confirmed or suspected cases of Lyme
disease are holding tight to their positions, despite a rise in
cases that should perhaps sound an alarm for common ground
or at least open minds.

Federal health o"cials estimate 300,000 people are diagnosed
with the illness each year. Most of them are in the Northeast and
Midwest.

“I really feel for the patients, who are caught in the middle of
this,” said Sean Philpott-Jones, director of the bioethics
program at Clarkson University and the Icahn School of
Medicine at Mount Sinai.

Experts on both sides of the debate agree on this: Lyme
disease, caused by a bacteria transmitted from an infected tick,
is usually treated easily with antibiotics, if caught early. But in 10
percent to 20 percent of patients, symptoms like headaches,
joint and nerve pain, dizziness and fatigue can endure for
months and even years.

Beliefs over the cause of those lingering symptoms and how to treat them fuel the battle.

The International Lyme and Associated Diseases Society subscribes to the controversial notion that Lyme bacteria is
stealthy and can linger in the body. It therefore recommends the long-term use of antibiotics, which combat bacterial
infections.

The Infectious Disease Society of America, a medical association, acknowledges that some Lyme disease patients treated
with an initial dose of antibiotics do not recover. But they believe the continuing symptoms, referred to as post-treatment
Lyme disease syndrome, are an aftere!ect of infection, rather than a sign the bacteria remain active. So they treat
symptoms of the syndrome — recommending anti-inflammatory drugs for swelling, for instance — but shun the use of
long-term antibiotics as irresponsible.

Overuse of antibiotics is a concern of public health o"cials as well as doctors, because it can cause the medications to
become less e!ective as germs become resistant to them.

Doctors on each side of the debate accuse the others of misconduct. It’s a loaded charge, as those who followed the
ILADS guidelines have complained for years that state regulators targeted them for investigations of malpractice. (Since late
2014, however, a law signed by Gov. Andrew Cuomo shields doctors from investigations based solely on their use of
treatments that are not universally accepted by the medical profession.)

Dr. Ronald Stram of Delmar sees about 50 new patients a week who usually find him after exhausting other avenues to deal
with lingering joint pain, neuropathy or even depression and anxiety. Faced with a lack of evidence about the causes for
lingering infection, Stram defended his treatment of patients with unorthodox methods, like long-course antibiotics, if the
treatments result in improvement.

He criticized the infectious disease doctors who stop the treatments when they may have a positive e!ect.

“Ignoring this disease as being a very complex disease that manifests itself with multiple symptoms — to ignore the fact
that we are an endemic epidemic region — is malpractice,” Stram said.

Delmar pediatrician Dr. Kenneth Kroopnick, however, looks at practices that specialize in treating chronic Lyme disease with
skepticism. He is concerned doctors who treat the illness — Kroopnick says “quote-unquote” whenever he mentions the
term — have a profit motive. Insurance companies won’t cover the non-sanctioned treatments, so patients must pay out of
pocket.

“It’s cash, which makes it more lucrative,” Kroopnick said.

One big problem is that there’s little established science about Lyme symptoms that persist. Public funding for Lyme
disease research has been relatively scarce. In 2015, National Institute of Health funding for Lyme research was $24 million,
though it tops the list of diseases spread by insects. By comparison, West Nile virus, which infected about 2,000 Americans
last year, received $40 million in funding.

Yet new findings and ideas are emerging, with research bolstered in part by private funds. Perhaps it is no surprise that the
studies are often met with knee-jerk criticism by those in one camp or another, or that the same research is sometimes even



touted by each camp to support its own theory.

Ahern is frustrated over the fact that growing research and awareness of persistent symptoms of Lyme disease are not
translating into improved treatment.

Fifteen years ago, she felt like she was standing alone in a field screaming about chronic Lyme disease, she said. Now,
people with influence to do something about treatment — doctors and legislators, for instance — are asking her opinion.
She sits on a state task force on Lyme disease and last week, she and Stram were among speakers testifying at a
congressional forum on the illness. Next month, she will talk to emergency room doctors in Saratoga.

An irony in the Lyme disease stalemate, according to Philpott-Jones, is that the very advocates that have influenced Lyme
disease treatment among some doctors have also repelled others, as well as top-notch researchers. Scientists who delve
into this field know the scrutiny of their work will be intense and even vitriolic, just as some doctors who treat Lyme disease
fear the wrath of either regulators or activists.

“Advocacy is a double-edged sword,” he said.

Advocates for recognition of chronic Lyme disease have developed a reputation like anti-vaccination activists, Philpott-
Jones said. They’re believed to be resistant to science, no matter how much data they’re given.

The di!erence with Lyme is that there is not the same mass of research proving the activists wrong as there is evidence of
vaccine safety, Philpott-Jones added.

“I’m not giving either side a pass,” he said of the Lyme conflict.

Left su!ering are the patients.

Chris Barden of South Glens Falls recalled searching for answers to his son’s unusual ailments three years ago. They
included loss of muscle control, dizziness and impairments in this thinking. In a visit to a pediatric neurologist, Barden
asked whether Lyme disease could be the culprit.

“Then we had the scarlet letter on us,” Barden said.

Barden thought the doctor might be scared, but he didn’t like his outright dismissal of Lyme as a possible diagnosis. So he
took his son elsewhere.

“They’re really in an untenable position,” Philpott-Jones said of patients, “either of having to adhere to the conventional
medical wisdom, which maybe isn’t e!ective, or they may find themselves having to undergo rather alternative and
unproven medical therapies that can put them at increased risk of harm.

“It really becomes an individual decision for the patient and the physician and their family, and a very di"cult one to make.”
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